Cj5 restoration

On this page you will find images of some of the restorations we have completed in the past
couple of years. Please take a look at the beautiful work and give me a call if you are interrested
in my restoration services. This was a fun project. I haven't done one of this model in 30 years.
We took it down to the frame and built it back up, doing it by the book. This jeep has new or
rebuilt everything. It has the axe and shovel and even the M1 on the dash. Other features
include matching top and seats, new none directional tires, and, most of all, an all new wiring
harness, dash gauges, and light switches. It starts up every time and rides and drives like a new
Jeep. It won 1st prize in this years 4th of July Parade. Please click one of the thumbnail images
below to begin a slide show of this Willys MB. Another exciting challenge that turned out great.
Please click one of the thumbnail images below to begin a slide show of H. Please click one of
the thumbnail images below to begin a slide show of Seth's CJ5. Please click one of the
thumbnail images below to begin a slide show of Rick's CJ5. Please click one of the thumbnail
images below to begin a slide show of Zack's CJ5. You will see a progression from when I found
this jeep to the final restoration. This will give you a good idea of the kind of quality and the
craftsmanship we put into each one of our projects. Please click one of the thumbnail images
below to begin a slide show of the Red M We did a pair of CJ5 Willys Jeeps. One is from and the
other from The same care and attention to detail went into these beauties. Please click one of
the thumbnail images below to begin a slide show of the Blue Jeeps. Please click one of the
thumbnail images below to begin a slide show of the Silver Jeep. This classic jeep was sent to
me by a customer that inherited it from his father and wanted it restored so he can leave it to his
children. It has an aftermarket top kit that was most likely installed in the 's. Other than that it is
stock. We rebuilt the engine, transmission, new shocks, breaks and exhaust. We also made a
top so the grand children can sit in the shade. Seth's CJ5. Rick's CJ5. Zack's CJ5. Looking for
an old car or truck project? With the aftermarket today, there has never been a better time to
restore an old Jeep. Loved by both collectors and enthusiasts alike, WW2 Jeeps and post-WW2
Jeeps are simple to work on, fun to drive, and make great restoration projects. One year later,
the Jeep CJ5 debuted. The Willys L four-cylinder engine displaced cubic-inches and produced
horsepower. This was a flathead engine, meaning the intake and exhaust valves were in the
block. Many early Jeeps left the factory with no oil filter. A common upgrade is to add a remote
oil filter canister. In , the L flathead engine was replaced by the F engine, which kept the exhaust
valves in the block, but the intake valves were now in the cylinder head. By allowing use of
larger valves, and raising compression slightly, power output increased to 72 horsepower. Due
to the engine change, the hood and fenders were redesigned on the CJ to accommodate the
taller engine. Producing nearly double the horsepower of the 4 cylinder engine, the
Buick-designed "Dauntless V-6" was offered in The compact V6 configuration fit well into the
tight Jeep engine compartment. The Jeep V6 engine produced horsepower at rpm. Net torque
was at rpm. The engine's firing order, , is known as the "odd-fire" pattern. A heavier flywheel
was used to increase torque, and also help dampen vibrations of the odd-fire design. American
Motors Corporation purchased Kaiser-Jeep in Through the next 17 years, the Jeep CJ was
offered in an wide array of trim packages and special editions. For , A new box-frame, featuring
six cross-members for rigidity, was lengthened by 3" to accommodate American Motor's
six-cylinder engine. Fenders and hood were also lengthened. The CJ5 wheelbase hub to hub
was now 81" and the CJ6 wheelbase measured ". Transmission choices were upgraded to a
T14A or T15 three-speed, or T18 four-speed manual transmission. The cast-iron block featured
seven main bearings and was very durable. For , weight reduction on the motor included an
aluminum intake manifold and plastic valve cover. You can retro-fit a steel valve cover in place
of the plastic one, but the back bolt hole needs to be drilled and tapped out or it will leak. After
Chrysler's buyout of AMC in , the ci motor continued to be offered in a variety of AMC
passenger and Jeep vehicles, and was eventually replaced by the 4. Today, the is considered to
be one of the most durable engines ever produced. From through , the V8 motor was offered as
a factory option, with the best performance years being The idea of putting a V8 in a Jeep CJ
was not new. Enthusiasts had been doing it for years, and many aftermarket companies offer
installation kits to fit a small-block Chevy into a Jeep. The CJ7 was longer and wider than the
CJ5, and was built simultaneously from CJ5 production ended after Like most old vehicles,
Jeeps were prone to undercarriage and body rust. Look carefully at the frame, brackets and
body parts. Jeep frames have been known to crack around the steering box and suspension
mounts. Correctly-done repairs by a competent welder are acceptable, but could be costly. Also
check the front and rear cross-members and spring hangers. These can usually be repaired, but
if not, complete replacement frames are available, but they're not cheap nor is the shipping.
Depending on the shape of the rest of the vehicle, you may want to remove the body from the
frame and strip the frame down to bare metal. Nearly every Jeep body part is available in the
aftermarket; hoods, windshield frames, tailgates, front fenders and grille, dash panels, floor

panels, etc. You can even by a genuine factory-approved replacement Jeep body. With the
exception of hoods, doors, tailgates, and front fenders, proper welding techniques are required
to repair or replace body panels correctly. Back in the seventies, Jeep engineers were
struggling to meet emissions and mileage standards. One thing that helped was substituting
taller gearing in the axles. Although this reduced engine rpm at highway speeds, it hurt
performance. However, you may want to upgrade them to handle any significant performance
mods. Many CJ owners replace the two-piece shafts with the stronger one-piece style, or weld
the tubes for additional strength. Model 20 axles found in larger Jeep vehicles are sturdier and
are a common upgrade. Having a shop manual that covers your year and model is invaluable.
You'll end up referring to it over and over again. Early Jeeps have a short 80" wheelbase, so
they wouldn't be a first choice for a street-driven vehicle. They also have low high numerically
axle gearing. However, they are a good choice for Saturday night cruises and modified off-road
use. Unless you're willing to pay shipping charges or travel out-of-state, find a Jeep project
that's in your area. Look carefully for frame and body rot - repairing or replacing rusty metal
gets costly. If you have a choice of two Jeep projects to choose from, pick the one with the
better frame, running or not, with or without a body. The frame is the most important part.
Beware of old hunting Jeeps or farm Jeeps. These have usually spent all their life outdoors and
were certainly neglected. Classic and vintage Jeeps restored to original condition or close to it
consistently sell for more than customized Jeeps. Properly restored Jeeps will always get top
dollar when sold. The demand for reproduction Jeep parts has generated a cottage industry of
aftermarket suppliers. Here's a short list of three I have personally dealt with. My first call for old
Jeep parts. Located in Aiken, South Carolina. Walcks 4wd Jeep Parts - Family-owned for over 40
years, boasting over 10, items in stock. Located in Bowmanstown, Pennsylvania. Willys Jeep
Parts - They offer reprints of obsolete manuals, plus they have lots of small, hard to find stuff
no-one else seems to bother carrying. Located in Yuma, Arizona. The restoration of a CJ We
purchased this Jeep from a person in Mentone Ca. It was not running and had not been
registered since Like Us. I have a to jeep cj5 v6 depending on which parts made made the best
of two jeeps. The engine color came from a small blotch of paint left on the timing cover, so I
asked the mixer to add a little metallic to it to give it a little dazzle. Two were made, one for the
M38 A-1 and one for the CJ. Hope that helps any of you who are working on your project. Again
sorry for the late reponces. Just purchased a 66 CJ5 and when I look at it and all the crazy work
others have done to it that needs to be done properly I just get that kind lost feeling. I can only
hope it ends up like yours. Looks great! Way to stay with it. I also own a V6 CJ5 and can relate.
Where did you find a custom air filter to fit the dauntless engine? See you on the trail Skip. Hey
great job on the 67!!! What paint did you use on the odd fire. Looks great. Can you please let me
know what paint you used that matches perfect. Those rims look great. Very nice job! It was
definitely worth the effort. I really like the way you did the dash and gauges. Looking forward to
the project. That is one beautiful CJ5 restoration. I just started mine this past spring, and at
every turn there is another challengeâ€¦. Very nice job. I too am doing a frame off restoration on
a 66 CJ A local shop is helping me. Your Jeep is an inspiration to keep going. I like both! Nice
job. I also have 67 CJ 5 with a V6 in my garage needing a radiator hose or two and a tune up to
be drivable. Mine has the overdrive and gets great gas milage with it. The seats look nice in
yours also. Great job. What did the restoration cost? A lot less than a new one I bet. Name
required. Mail will not be published required. Have a Willys Jeep for sale or looking for one to
buy? Visit Wednesday , October 2 nd , Categories : Willys Jeep Life. Tags : kaiser willys
customer photos , willys blog members , willys community , willys jeep restoration. Comments I
have a to jeep cj5 v6 depending on which parts made made the best of two jeeps. That is a
beautiful job, and great attention to detail. You do very nice work. I know exactly what you mean
by the sense of accomplishment when done. Thank you for saving another one from the
scrapper. Have fun!! Nice job!! I finished mine last Sept. Sweet ride!!! Leave a Reply Click here
to cancel reply. Shop for Willys Jeep Parts. Welcome to the Kaiser Willys Blog! Willys Jeep
Forum. All About Willys Jeeps. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. At Jeep
Rehab our passion is bringing life back to old Jeeps. If you can dream it, we can build it. Not a
problem at Jeep Rehab. We have the knowledge and tools to resurrect any Jeep. At Jeep Rehab
our passion is bringing life back to old Jeep. There's no job too small. If you can dream it, we
can built it. Add the durability and protection to make your Jeep last longer. If you want quality,
honest service, this is the place to go. They do excellent work and are very nice. As the service
manager at a Lexus store in TN, I look after my customers. I received a call from one of them
who was on vacation in FL and her car was running hot. I googled for repair shops and ran
across Richbourgh. Awesome guy! He called me back and worked her in on his off day and got
her on the road that day. His actions are a true indicator of his character. He gets 5 stars from
me! Thanks a million Richbourgh! The entire team rocks at this place, they are committed to

customer service and going above and beyond the call of duty. I am extremely pleased with how
they have treated me and my 84 CJ7. Marine Mike. I will never take my Jeep anywhere else.
Super nice quys who know what they are doin. The dealership would have charged me
hundreds to fix my linkage. All my add ons and repairs go to them. Owner, Mike Semko has
been working on vehicles of all types for many years. He's passion for Jeeps lead him to move
from Ohio to beautiful St. Augustine where he started Jeep Rehab, which is St. Augustine's
premier Jeep Restoration and Repair shop. Tap here to call us Stop by, call or contact us
through our online form. Contact Us. See Project. Collision Repair We know that accidents
happen. Stop by Jeep Rehab. Get a free repair quote Send us a photo of a problem. Jeep Rehab
specialized in restoring old Jeeps allowing you to enjoy your Jeep for years to come. Don't have
a Jeep, not a problem. Jeep Rehab will work on all makes and models. Read more. Jeep Tub
Liner Sale. Performance Upgrades. Get a free repair quote Write to us. Danielle Rose Lomelino.
Christopher Erven. Thanks to Jeep Rehab for great service and saving me money. Jesse Sabo.
They really know what they are doing and the workers there are terrific. Andrew Graham. Great
Jeep shop!! Support your local shops. Chris Barton. Evann Gibson. The best of the best of the
best Cassey-N-Daniel. Super nice!! Terra Black-Coontz. Marine Mike Michael Cornillaud. Debra
Hardee-Harris. Facebook Like us. Recent Comments What others have to say. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
Featured Private Seller. Gateway classic cars of Nashville digitally presents this Jeep CJ 5. If
you enjoy the outdoors Bikini top. New interior. Comes with trail Dealership Showcased. Still on
Original Title! Vehicle Highlights Contact Seller. Complete new canvas, new front winch, Manuel
l Its finished in a nice Grabber blue wit Fresh water tank! Dual propane tanks! Gas can
Incredible frame-off restoration designed to go off-roading. Upgraded engine with fuel injection
Auction Vehicle. Private Seller. Rebuilt V8 AMC 3 speed transmission. Replaced frame and had
the entir It runs great and fires right up. Wish I didn't have to sell but I just Original-spec AMC
V8 engin The Jeep CJ5 is one rugged machine. This is a lifted 4x4 with V8 power and all the
right Much much One of a k This Willys has had a frame Best offer takes it home! This is a
ground-up Jeep CJ5 Restoration. Most people who have had a desire to have We love the CJ5
because it's at the intersection of where the military-developed Jeeps really began This Jeep
CJ5 has been given investments for plenty of added ruggedness. And as you take a clo Comes
with trail accessorie Here's a bold-looking 4x4 with V8 power and a terrific price. So you know
this Jeep CJ5 is the This jeep has undergone a complete New tires on both. New winch by
smitty. Leather bucket seats in f Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic
automobile consignment dealerships in the wor Take a look at this Jeep CJ-5 for sale. Restored,
a Chevy conversion. Under the hood, is a 5. Check out this Jeep CJ Original body, has a new
rewired inline 6 engine with a 4 speed manu For sale is a gorgeous Jeep CJ5. Under the hood, is
a horsepower with a camshaft and Completely restored new everything from the frame out.
Runs great and will never rec Good steel body, nice paint, aftermarket tyvec seats, mag wheels,
good tires, diamond plate dash, l This jeep is listed and authenticated as Runs and drives great
Chevrolet , fresh tra It has T transmission which was just restored under one hund Has a decent
amount of power. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently
tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept
under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered
with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is
powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards

recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Welcome to. Rudy's
CJ's. NOTE: Most photos on the site can be enlarged by clicking the plus sign bottom right of
each photo! I have a handful of super clean rot free Jeep CJs in the shop if you want to call
Snowmobile Season! So many people these days want a CJ that looks like it was never played
with. I love a CJ that wasn't ever rusty and lived a Jeep life I've built arguably 'perfect' CJs and
never enjoyed one of them. It was fun to build for myself. Terrible to build for someone else
stressful as to whether it was good enough vs cost The ones I built for myself I always sold
directly after building them as they weren't fun to live with. My opinion based on decades of
experience and hundreds of Jeeps. The best Jeeps are healed Looks like some other old school
Jeep people agree with me like the experienced buyer of this Jeep who could afford to buy one
that was gold plated. This look and Jeep could not be recreated. Jeeps have always been about
doing your own thing This new day of Jeep CJs being critiqued and scrutinized with a fine tooth
comb by people who want to make a science out of an AMC product isn't enjoyable for me. AMC
made bad products in my opinion but dang, a CJ with the top and doors off on a sunny day with
a tool kit behind the back seat is a good day. Remember, there are drain plugs in the floor to let
the water out. The core of my business is and always has been about good original sheet metal.
The rest of it sorts itself out. Original is good. Shiny is good. Dents have character. Modified to
your liking isn't a sin. Little tires handle better, brake better and are safer. Big tires go more
places and look tough. Better engines make sense. Fuel injection and carburetion is the
equivalent of a calculator vs an abacus. Simple vs better. Everything breaks. He stated
something like "your prices sure have gone up as recently that price would get you something
from a magazine cover'. Here's the truth, I don't personally love new built Chinese shiny Jeeps.
The above CJ came to me from a new friend in CO that runs a rock crawler shop. He fixed the
pumpkin for me this Summer when I was in a bind. He also aided in me getting into this
predicament Note, I skipped right over the flavor. Anyhow, my green CJ7 Laredo with the
cooked hood is a rare sherwood green w a T, 8" chrome wheels and has zero rot. I can drive it
anywhere without worrying about it getting scratched and the bolts will come out without a
torch. I could not take any Jeep to any body shop and get that paint job recreated. I believe it is
perfect the way it is. Not everyone has had hundreds of Cjs and feels that way and that is ok. I
just know that anything I have ever owned that was too nice just wasn't fun. Shiny, not shiny,
original or not I just loathe rust! I have never, no ever will put one of my vehicles in a car show
for judging unless it get me free better parking to an event. I don't care what anyone thinks of
what I own. Right now some people are nodding their heads in agreement because they've
walked in these shoes regarding rusty Jeeps and deals. I didn't always know what I do now. It's
been a lot of vehicles to get here. This Nashvile sold Jeep was a very hard sale. The buyer was
reasonable but also expected a lot. He wanted it to be his daily driver which is never a good idea
compared to what similar money would get you in a modern vehicle. CJs are bad vehicles made
by AMC and went out of business for a reason. I wanted him to have a good experience and
genuinely did my very best to talk hum out of buying this. He's a grown man and made his own
decision. I've since heard from him and he loves his Jeep. Original paint. Clean Body. Sold to a
repeat buyer in one day. Parts sales have been taking most my time. Bought back from a past
customer from 8 years ago and sold to a caller checking inventory. Thanks Frank! Full rotisserie
restoration. Cold AC. Full retro Dakota Digital gauges. All New GM Serviceable wiring and
computer. No custom wiring, programming or junk yard hacked up repurposed engine
components. SOLD to a wonderful fellow from Phoenix. Thank you Kris!! Last year of the full
convertible GM trucks. Your neighbor at the lake doesn't have one of these. This truck does
NOT have a junkyard engine w a spliced up harness made by some random guys tuning that will
be impossible to support. It is all new GM factory production and easy to maintain. I've always
loathed hearing about an expensive build that starts w a 37k mile engine from a wrecked
Camaro and a bunch of spliced wires running a tune frrom a random guys laptop. Factory plug
and play parts right from the catalog. Plug and play with their support at any local GM dealer.
Receipts and part numbers included with the sale. Optima fluid free battery. Custom air intake.
The good stuff. The interior on this truck would be nearly impssible to replicate. It came from a
27k mile donor truck. It is not all the Chinese stuff available from the catalogs. The seats, door
panels, dash and kick panels are all original w more detail than the new Chinese stuff. Zoom in
on the scroll work on that door panel trim. Very rich factory saddle interior color. Carpet is
custom snap in and snap out for a truck to use at the beach. Fully lined interior to make this
truck useable and prevent rust. I did this to challenge myself with something new and delve into
the LS world. I am now a fan of the engine and Dakota Digital. They make really nice
components to interface with the new components without over complicating the install. I hate
the look of neat old retro cars with hacked in gauges that look like a Knight Rider dash. Check
out this intsrument cluster. Fully digital analog gauges taking info directly from the GM harness

without 47 adapters. It is better than my Dually as I can program this easily for warning notices,
oil changes, colors and dim it. It accomodates the 4 speed overdrive trans with an indicator and
all lights. Oh yeah I even re-installed the 8 track player not wired but it comes with the group
ELO 8 track that was in the glove box Electric Light Orchestra. Fully painted from the rotisserie
underside w a welded but band clamped true Stainless exhaust for easy serviceability. Yep, it's
an H pipe for performance and exhaust balance. If you've followed my site you know I warn you
about the builders that throw on Chinese tires after they have the nerve to ask you top dollar. It
is the easiest place to look for the a quality build as to what was invested in it. I learned in doing
this truck it is way harder to build a GMC than a Chevy as there were less made and less
support. I'm very happy with my end product. I would consider partial Jeep trades No YJs
Please. FYI, The soft top windows come out and the rear has a screen that can go in for that
open air look and feel. Softopper is a small company w a good product! Original 45k mile CJ7 w
Dana 44 Rear, 6 cyl, 5 speed, original window sticker, wheels, seats etc. A value for for someone
who wants a rot free, low mile, better than most, VERY original driver CJ7 w beautiful shiny
original floors. Original window sticker AND an unused set of keys w original stock number on
the dealer key chain. Those Chinese speedometers you see in so many "all new" "Restored"
Jeeps are an eyesore as a center piece on a CJ dash. The numbers and lettering look like a
Made in China billboard. Fun fact. This means if they have more than k miles it is registered with
a 6th digit. Did you ever notice how many "low mile" 81 and older Jeeps there are??? Shiny
Original paint floors. This Jeep was sold new without a console. No holes drilled for it. I have
them for this Jeep and yours if it is something you want Very original underhood with all the
glorious 80's emissions in place. Keep it while it's running right Repair it if you have to for
testing or if your'e a masochist and just like doing battle w a Commodore 64 like computer.
Original paint on those 34 year old wheels. More pictures to come if it doesn't sell first. Seems
like a no brainer to me for the right buyer. New guy introduced to the shop Most Jeeps left last
year that we never listed for sale. Good products. Good problems! Thanks for reading. CJs and
quality Jeep CJ used parts. Smooth sided Jeeps may have been patched or have body filler due
to rust. ROT by Rudy's definition is rust on metal that under reasonable circumstances can't be
sanded away without leaving a rust hole. If it has it, we will show it in the photos. Bubbling rust
may be sandable but is harder to guess at without actually digging at it. Experience gives me an
upper hand on what original metal will hold up and what won't but only sanding it makes it
factual. I hope this helps explain some more of the ambiguity out of our language and people's
different perceptions of rust and rot in our best attempt to sell the best sheet metal CJs left in
the world. I will never sell a CJ that has had a frame patched due to rot. Rudy and "the Hippy"
his V. Still pursuing freedom over wealth after a decade. We stand behind our Jeeps and are
glad to buy back any CJ we sell if you take care of it and leave room for us. Web Hosting by
Yahoo! Rudy's supporting vendors Ultra clean metal. Loaded w Extras! NO ROT! Rudy's Boat
for Sale. Remember, there are drain plugs in the floor to let the water out The core of my
business is and always has been about good original sheet metal. Check out this intsrument
cluster Fully digital analog gauges taking info directly from the GM harness without 47 adapters.
Original 45k mile CJ7 w Dana 44 Rear, 6 cyl, 5 speed, original window sticker, wheels, seats etc
A value for for someone who wants a rot free, low mile, better than most, VERY original driver
CJ7 w beautiful shiny original floors. Repair it if you have to for testing or if your'e a masochist
and just like doing battle w a Commodore 64 like computer Original paint on those 34 year old
wheels. New guy introduced to the shop 7 weeks old and he has miles on him already and never
puppy hucked. This was the beginning of Rudy's CJs where I left the corporate world on my
terms to pursue freedom. Copyright Racin' Rudy's CJs. All rights reserved. Shop Lifestyle. From
initial consulting to a final detail, Legacy Classic Trucks is the premier Auto Restoration Facility
serving truck enthusiasts. Anyone with a potential classic truck or Dodge Power Wagon
restoration is invited to contact us for a free consultation. If you do not yet own a classic truck,
Jeep, or other vehicle, or would like assistance in finding the right one, Legacy Classic Trucks
would be happy to assist you in finding the right vintage vehicle for you and your needs. This is
the Foundation of the vehicle. Legacy Classic Trucks can repair, stretch, customize, and even
fabricate new frames. This includes straightening frames and frame boxing, which is done for
rigidity. No job is too complex or large. The key to excellent manners from an old truck lays in
the geometry and design of the suspension. Each one is custom built with the end user and
usage in mind. Legacy Classic Trucks Works closely with clients to bring them the finest and
most reliable powertrains. Known for their Turbo-Diesel conversions, Legacy Classic Trucks
draws heavily from Military, Mining, and Commercial Applications to bring recreational users
the toughest most robust platforms available. With names like Cummins, Allison, and Banks
Power, Legacy Classic Trucks has a diesel platform for almost any vehicle that will transform it
into a reliable, fuel-efficient, powerhouse. Once the Chassis and Suspension is sorted, Legacy

Classic Trucks offers huge power increases to increase the performance and capability of their
restorations. From simple hp Fuel-Injected workhorses to supercharged hp tire burners, Legacy
Classic Trucks has a package for you. This allows the client to enjoy every single horsepower in
a controlled and enjoyable fashion. Single-Stage is also easier to repair after a hard day on the
trail. However, a paint job is only as good as the preparation that went into it. Legacy Classic
Trucks has a full fabrication and coach building shop. Using American steel and old-world
techniques Legacy Classic Trucks will straighten every panel and bring a finish to your truck
not possible at an ordinary body shop. From rust repair, bullet holes, to full crew cab
conversions Legacy Classic Trucks has you covered. Legacy Classic Trucks works exclusively
with Axalta Coatings, the best and toughest paints available. Check out Restoration services
and 3 stage restoration process for detailed information about what we can do for your project.
Also browse our Inventory and see previous builds , available builds , and other project
vehicles. Email Address. First Name. By submitting this form, you are granting: Legacy Classic
Trucks permission to email you. You may unsubscribe via the link found at the bottom of every
email. See our Email Privacy Policy for details. Emails are serviced by Constant Contact. Forgot
Password? Email Us. Contact Call Us. My Cart. My Account. Learn More Build Your Own. Jeep
Scrambler. Restoration Services. Restoration Services 3 Stage Restoration. Inventory Available
Project Vehicles Sold. Company Loading Most trucks have lived a long and hard life. As a resul
2005 f250 ficm
jimmy rose wikipedia
toyota echo wiring harness
t, proper Truck Restoration requires a multifaceted approach. View More Images. See Larger
Image Close. Chassis Fabrication This is the Foundation of the vehicle. Suspension The key to
excellent manners from an old truck lays in the geometry and design of the suspension. Diesel
Swaps Legacy Classic Trucks Works closely with clients to bring them the finest and most
reliable powertrains. V-8 Conversions Once the Chassis and Suspension is sorted, Legacy
Classic Trucks offers huge power increases to increase the performance and capability of their
restorations. Want to learn more Check out Restoration services and 3 stage restoration
process for detailed information about what we can do for your project. Call Us Contact Us.
Sign Up! Keep updated with Legacy. Specifications subject to change without notice. All Images
property of Legacy Classic Trucks. All Rights Reserved. Powered by Web Shop Manager.
Thanks for signing up! Sign In Or Create an Account. Password Forgot Password? Need Help?

